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Run for Water Curriculum Introduction 

Because of the changes made to the BC Curriculum in the past years, the goal to 
integrate the Core Competencies, and the idea that the Applied Design, Skills and 
Technology component should be woven into the various subject areas already taught, 
this third year of new Run for Water curriculum is designed to better meet these 
educational needs.  

Core Competencies: 
This curriculum addresses and integrates reflection on the Core Competencies. Some 
examples of student reflection for each of these may include: 

Communication:  
*Communicating—“It was helpful to talk about the problem and share ideas about it to 
help me understand it.” 
*Collaborating—“I didn’t know how we were going to make it, but my group members 
had ideas. When we talked about it, we came up with a great idea together!” 
Thinking: 
*Creative Thinking—“I came up with a new idea when the first idea didn’t work” and “I 
liked being able to build a mountain and add animals and vegetation and watch the 
water run down the side. But I also learned that there are problems when that happens 
for the water people drink.” 
*Critical and Reflective Thinking—“I tested our idea and came up with a new plan when 
ours didn’t work” and “I was so surprised at what I saw when the water ran down the 
side of the mountain and into the water that was supposed to be clean. Our group came 
up with two ideas to help the people still have clean water to drink.” 
Personal and Social: 
*Personal Awareness and Responsibility—“I didn’t like the feeling of seeing all that dirty 
water. We needed to fix this problem of villages having no clean water quickly!” or 
“Taking care of a goat is a lot of work!” 
*Positive Personal and Cultural Identity—“I learned that all people need clean water to 
stay healthy. All people deserve clean water!” 
*Social Awareness and Responsibility—“I want to give those kids clean water! I am 
going to help Run for Water and Ethiopia!”   

Big Ideas: 
The enduring learning that students need to “understand” are broken into 
generalizations and principles and key concepts. Below are only a few of the Big Ideas 
that this curriculum addresses. Big ideas, curricular competencies and the content that 
can be used to teach these ideas and competencies are represented at every grade 
level, making this curriculum useful across all grade levels. 

Applied Design, Skills, and Technologies: All of the big ideas are used in these 
activities, ranging from K-8. These ideas are as simple as Designs grow out of natural 
curiosity and Skills can be developed through play or as complex as Design can be 
responsive to identified needs and Complex tasks may require multiple tools and 
technologies. 
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Art: 
Kindergarten—People connect to others and share ideas through the arts. 
Grade 3—Creative experiences involve an interplay between exploration, inquiry, and 
purposeful choice. 
Grade 5—Works of art influence and are influenced by the world around us. 
Grade 6—Experiencing art is a means to develop empathy for others’ perspectives and 
experiences. 

Science: 
Kindergarten—Daily and seasonal changes affect all living things and Humans interact 
with matter every day through familiar materials and The motion of objects depends of 
their properties. 
Grade 1—Observable patterns and cycles occur in the local sky and landscape. 
Grade 2—Water is essential to all living things, and it cycles through the environment 
and Forces influence the motion of an object. 
Grade 3—Wind, water and ice change the shape of the land. 
Grade 4—All living things sense and respond to their environment.  
Grades 7—Earth and its climate have changed over geological time. 

Social Studies: 
Kindergarten—Rights, roles and responsibilities shape our identity and help us build 
healthy relationships with others. 
Grade 2—Local actions have global consequences, and global actions have local 
consequences and Individuals have rights and responsibilities as global citizens. 
Grade 3—People from diverse cultures and societies share some common experiences 
and aspects of life. 
Grade 6—Complex global problems require international co-operation to make difficult 
choices about the future.  
Grade 8—Human and environmental factors shape changes in population and living 
standards. 

Career Education: 
Kindergarten-Grade 3—Effective collaboration relies on clear, respectful 
communication. 
Grades 4-5—Leadership requires listening to and respecting the ideas of others. 
Grades 6-7—Practicing respectful, ethical, inclusive behavior prepares us for the 
expectations of the workplace and Leadership represents good planning, goal-setting, 
and collaboration. 
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Run for Water Curriculum Summary 

This Curriculum includes 3 parts: 

1. An Entry Event: Students will be provided with a goat and the background 
information about why it is so important to care for and raise goats well. The focus 
group of those who raise goats will be rural and remote Ethiopian families, especially 
those of the girls attending schools. Students will have a set of “challenges” to complete 
related to the key values of Run for Water and the communities that Run for Water 
supports. The completion of a challenge will allow students to “colour” in the box that 
protects/cares for the goat. Each box coloured allows the goat to survive and thrive. The 
goal is to see if students have completed enough challenges/work to take care of the 
goat for the day (colour in all the boxes). This will connect—in small way—to the way 
Ethiopian families raise goats and use for income to pay for school fees for their 
daughters/children. The goal is to educate students on the programs Run for Water 
hosts and partners with in Ethiopia, to develop a sense of empathy for children like them 
in Africa, and to think critically and creatively about the need for income and the 
availability of clean water for the communities so girls can attend school. 

2. Learning through a Science Investigation or a STEM (Science, Technology, 
Engineering, Mathematics) /ADST Activity: Teachers and students will have a choice to 
learn about the way many girls in remote villages need to transporting water, what is in 
the water they are using and consuming, and the work Run for Water does by choosing 
one (or both) of the following activities: 

a. Where Did It Come From? Water Source Investigation —Students will explore 
the landforms, the places that water gathers, and the run-off that occurs due to 
the landforms that causes water to be clean and safe to drink or contaminated 
and unsafe to drink. In doing so, students will better understand the challenges 
many people in remote villages supported by Run for Water face in collecting 
water. Students will begin to understand the danger of the water that is available 
to many remote villages in Ethiopia and the important work that Run for Water 
does in Ethiopia by partnering with comminutes to provide access to clean water. 
Students will engage in the steps of Scientific Inquiry as outlined in the BC 
Curriculum (Curricular Competencies), as well as use Critical Thinking, Creative 
Thinking, and Communication as they explore water samples. Options to collect 
data and show learning using Art is also integrated into this investigation. 

b. Finding It! A STEM/ADST Activity about Discovering the Location of Clean 
Water—Students will be given a Problem (Scenario) as if they are a child in an 
Ethiopian village with the challenge to create a device that will identify the source 
of clean water in a landscape layout (using magnets and magnetic materials). 
This would mimic the idea of a hydrologist finding a clean water source, and a 
place to either build a well or a starting point of a pipeline. This will allow students 
to understand the important work that Run for Water does by partnering with 
villages to bring pipelines and water pumps to villages, rather than having the 
girls from the villages walk long distances and carry heavy loads to obtain water, 
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and water that might not be clean or safe to drink! Students will engage in the 
steps of designing and testing an idea as outlined in the BC Curriculum 
(curricular Competencies), as well as use Critical Thinking, Creative Thinking and 
Communication as they work towards a solution and evaluate their model and 
the process of creating the model of the container. 

3. Learning Presentation: Students and teachers will choose a unique way to show, 
represent, or articulate what they learned through the above activities, and present it to 
their peers. Student creativity, decision-making, and voice and choice will be used to 
show learning. These presentations can be done in-class, in grade levels, or in an 
assembly setting. 

*Due to Covid-19 and School Safety Plans of the particular year this was created, entry 
event activities, investigations, ADST activities and any related events may be adjusted 
accordingly, and presentations may be limited to cohorts or video demonstrations only 
in compliance with the plans in place at that time. 

In all these activities, Run for Water resources, videos, links, and books are used to 
support learning and provide the added information and knowledge needed. Sample 
discussion questions and Exit Ticket/Reflection Journal ideas are also included within 
the resource.  
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Run for Water 2022 Curriculum 

Part 1: Entry Event 

Date: TBD (This can be based on your Run for Water Kick-off Date or Virtual Assembly) 

Core Competencies addressed: critical and reflective thinking, creative thinking, 
communicating and collaborating, social awareness and responsibility 

To prepare:  
1. Have a goat printout available for students as an example.  
2. Have preferred challenges prepared in advance for students. 
3. Choose how you are going to complete the challenges: in groups, as a class, etc. 
(Have a goat prepared for this way of planning—one for the entire class, multiples if 
completing challenges in groups, etc.) 
4. Set aside a portion of the day, a class period, or use the entire day to complete all the 
“challenges.” 

Rationale/Learning Intention: 
Upon the completion of each challenge, you will be able to cross off/colour in one of the 
boxes on the goat. By the end of the time period chosen, if the boxes are crossed off/
coloured in, this shows that you have taken care of your goat, and your family will have 
a chance to generate income to make sure their basic needs are taken care of, AND 
that there is money left to send you to school! 

The goal in this activity is that students will see how important it is for individuals like 
Kibra, and also their families, to work together for the common good of finding/providing 
clean water and investing in education so the cycle of poverty and sickness due to 
contaminated water and lack of schooling is minimized where possible. This is the hope 
they have to help their communities and villages. 

This activity will help students understand one way that Run for Water partners with 
girls, families, communities, and villages in Ethiopia in order to allow families to work 
together to gain access to on-going education and clean water. Run for Water is able to 
partner with these communities and work together to provide an abundance of clean 
and healthy water, goats for families, and income to sustain them.  

Materials:  
Supplies related to each challenge, which may include: 

• large, clear plastic container (like a 2L pop bottle) or personal water bottles 
• Goat printable or way of showing you have taken care of your goat for the day by 

completing the challenges 
• Challenges—these may include the suggestions below or other “school work/

activities” that may need to get done in class (for the education end of the 
activity) 
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Directions: 
1. Have students watch “Kibra’s Story” (https://vimeo.com/332061177 ) 8:23 

2. Read or summarize the information in the following article: https://runforwater.ca/
educateagirl/  

Some highlights would include: 
When clean water comes to a community, it frees up girls to pursue their education. 
However, because high schools are located in towns far away from these rural 
communities, most girls are forced to quit school after grade seven and give up on their 
dreams.  
 
In partnership with our Ethiopian partners, we set up the Educate A Girl program which 
supports bright young girls from rural communities to attend school in town and 
pursue their dreams. 
 
The first cohorts who graduated from this program are now completing their university 
degrees to become engineers, business women, and establishing careers in the tourism 
industry. 

Through this Educate a Girl program, these girls and their families are given goats and 
are trained on the raising and breeding of goats to create a sustainable source of 
income. While they are getting started in the first year, Run for Water funds 
the girls’ education which means paying for their rent (the girls live together near the 
high school), their school fees and all essential supplies, a tutor and a den mother.  

3. Show students their goat/goat printable. Show students that for each challenge/task 
they complete, they get to colour in a box on their goat. Once they are able to colour in 
all the boxes on their goat, that means they have cared for their goat, and an {Ethiopian} 
girl is able to go to school! 
*Note: Have the list of tasks ready and available for students at this time. You can pick 
from the following suggestions or add certain activities that you want/need to get done 
in class as part of the schoolwork or home life activities. 

*Note: Decide on or negotiate with students when your start and end time for taking 
care of the goat will be. All day? One block? 
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Home/Chores 

*to help us 
remember the 
daily chores that 
need to get 
done as part of 
a family unit. 
Examples from 
the video: 
sweeping the 
house/room, 
taking care of 
meals, taking 
care of siblings, 
etc.

Home/Work 
*To help us 
remember the 
daily work that 
needs to be 
taken care of for 
the family to 
earn an income. 
Examples from 
the video: taking 
care of goats, 
collecting sticks 
and firewood, 
etc.

School Work 
*To help us remember the 
value that is placed on 
education as a way of getting 
ahead, being successful in 
work, family business, and 
future schooling. Examples 
from the video: math work on 
chalkboard, books read

Walking for 
Water 
*To help us 
remember the 
long distances 
the women and 
children (mostly 
girls) need to 
walk in order to 
collect water for 
their families—
usually 40L! 
Examples from 
the video: Kibra 
and friends 
walking 
together, filling 
jerry cans, etc.

Clean out your 
desk or locker!

Clean up or 
collect waste/
recycling on the 
playground or 
school grounds

Complete a Mad Minute or 
timed math drill

Run around the 
track or gym 
with your class

Ensure 
classroom 
supplies, books, 
etc. are neat 
and cleaned!

Completing 
school routines 
without 
reminders

Copy the alphabet or 
sentences on the board 
(similar to video or way of 
learning in Ethiopian schools) 
into a notebook or on paper

Run or walk with 
a water bottle or 
heavy item

Sanitize or clean 
a high-touch 
surface! Commit 
to the surface to 
be clean/free of 
germs!

Homework: Get 
ahead and 
complete on 
homework 
activity now!

Complete a Math word 
problem activity on 
whiteboards (like Kibra’s work 
on the board in the video)

Carry a jerry 
can from Point A 
to Point B

Brainstorm a list 
of chores you 
are responsible 
for at home—
commit to doing 
one VERY well!

Help a peer or 
work as a team 
to complete a 
school 
assignment!

Write as many water facts 
down as you can on a paper/
notebook (see https://
www.safewater.org/fact-
sheets-1/2017/1/23/facts-and-
statistics)

Participate in 
today’s DPA
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4. Complete the tasks! Where you able to fill in all the squares of your goat before the 
time was up? 

5. Suggested Discussion Questions (as/when needed): 

*How quickly did you complete your tasks? How easy was it to complete your tasks? 
*What would it be like to also have the responsibility of taking care of a goat, knowing 
this could transform your life, family and community? 
*What surprised you? What concerned you the most? 
*How did this activity make you feel? 

6. Article 24 of the UN Convention of the Rights of a Child clearly states that safe water 
is a basic human right. Article 28 states that quality education is also a right for a child. 
See https://www.unicef.org/crc/files/Rights_overview.pdf or https://www.unicef.org/
rightsite/files/uncrcchilldfriendlylanguage.pdf  

5. Suggestions for Exit Ticket/Reflection Journaling Activity: 
I felt _______ because _____ 
I learned_____ 
Because of today, I want to _______ 
The core competency I used most was _________because _______. 

What chores 
can you do in 
the classroom or 
at home to bless 
a teacher, peer 
or family 
member?

Encourage a 
peer and work or 
play together at 
a break/recess 
today! 

Research water facts from 
Ethiopia: 
* They use a 20-22L container 
(to carry on their head or tie to 
their back) 
* The weight is between 40-44 
lbs 
* A person needs about 15 L of 
water each day or a family of 6 
needs about 80L of water

Complete a 
relay activity 
with or without 
water

Insert your own 
idea(s) here!

Insert your own 
idea(s) here!

Insert your own idea(s) here! Insert your own 
idea(s) here!
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Part 2: Our Worldwide Water and Run for Water 

Dates: TBD (A suggestion would be to do this part during your fundraising time period 
before the Run for Water Mini-Run/School Upstream Challenge) 

Core competencies addressed: communicating and collaborating, creative thinking, 
critical and reflective thinking, social awareness and responsibility 

1. Opening Discussion: 
What is the water crisis? 
Run for Water—What do they do and why? 

2. Background information on the water crisis and Run for Water:  

Learn through reading books and viewing related videos: 

• Read Hope for Tayo 
https://www.scribd.com/doc/54088888/Hope-for-Tayo  

• Read The Water Princess.  
 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4uUvXLv5go0  

• *Read Mimi’s Village: How Healthcare Transformed a Village 
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https://youtu.be/9Ll-jpDKWIY  

https://youtu.be/pyD_Tdm7vbY (author talking about the book and her journey) 

*This one is not about Ethiopia, but another rural African village and poor water 
quality/ healthcare needs similar to those supported by Run for Water. 

• To learn more about Run for Water and what it does:  
A Thirst for Africa https://vimeo.com/16629463  
“Hope” Spot https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tT1k6dMP7es  

• Read about some Water Facts: https://www.safewater.org/fact-
sheets-1/2017/1/23/facts-and-statistics and https://www.mcgill.ca/waterislife/
waterathome/how-much-are-we-using. 

3. Choose one (or do both) of the following two activities to enrich your understanding 
in a hands-on way of the water composition and quality available to some of the remote 
villages Run for Water strives to support and the methods transporting water prior to the 
work done when Run for Water partners with a village in constructing a water pump or 
pipeline. 

a. Where Did It Come From? Water Source Science Investigation (see page 
14) 

*A hands-on (or observational) science investigation about water run-off and 
sources in remote villages, that answers the questions: Where did the water 
come from and what might be in it? 

*A great Art in Science Connection: recording your observations in a creative 
way! 

b. Finding It! A STEM/Design Thinking Activity about Discovering the 
Location of Clean Water (see page 22) 

*An activity about locating water sources for building wells or pipelines. 

4. Re-view video clips and articles or review what you learned from the Run for Water 
hand-outs and books read of what Run for Water does to help fight against water-borne 
diseases and bacteria and long walks for water—compare what we learned to what is 
actually done. 

5. Discussion: Think about what you discovered in the water samples you collected. 
Think about how the model worked. What went well? What needed improvement? How 
did your team/class work together? What was a hard part? What was a part that went 
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well? How do you think this relates to the water crisis in Ethiopia? How do you think this 
relates to rural Ethiopia? 

6. Suggestions for Exit Ticket/Reflection Journaling Activity: 
I learned_____ 
I worked on _______ 
What worked well (in our group) was ____ 
One way my thinking changed was ____ because ____ 
One goal I can work on ____ 
The core competency that I used most was _______ because ________ 

Part 3: Presenting What You Learned 

Date due: TBD (A suggestion would be to have it hanging up on or before the Run for 
Water Mini-Run Assembly) 

Core Competencies addressed: Critical and reflective thinking, creative thinking, 
communication, social awareness and responsibility  

1. Make a choice of how you are going to present what you learned from Parts 1-2. 

Examples of presentations of these investigations/activities may include: 
• posters depicting the need for clean water  
• pictures and a reflection write-up of their water source investigation or ADST/

STEM activity 
• An “Art in Science” masterpiece or collection of your students’ work/Science Art 

Gallery 
• A visual representing the work they can do in partnership with Run for Water, etc.  
• Water Promise on a water drop activity similar to past years (example: “Because 

of clean water… (what has changed because of access to clean water)” or “I 
promise to…. (water saving choice, helping Run for Water or Ethiopia choice)” 

• Water Gratitude/Water Challenges 
• Any other great idea you and your class came up with (Please make sure that 

your product can be represented pictorially for others to view and/or as part of a 
PowerPoint presentation). 

• Note: if you/they are choosing to do dramatic representation, tableaus or similar, 
please make sure you take a picture of it being presented and make a small note 
about what is happening in the picture. 

Determine as a school/staff how you want these pictures to be used. Two suggestions: 

• Show them at the Run for Water Assembly in a PowerPoint to be used as a 
teaching tool and to showcase their work to the student body. Perhaps you want 
a few students talking about what they learned or what they did as well. 

• Hang or set up these pictures or products the school lobby or central location 
where students will be able to view them.  
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• Artifacts must be hanging in the lobby by {date} or earlier! Pictures must be sent 
in to {person in leading Run for Water at your school/person making 
presentation/video} by {date} or earlier! 

2. Prepare or create the artifact.  
• Send the picture to your Run for Water school representative (or person of your 

choosing).  
• If required, set up your artifact in the school lobby (or location selected). 

3. Suggestions for Exit Ticket/Reflection Journaling Activity: 
The core competency I used most was _____ because_____ 
One core competency that I observed being used was_____ 
I learned_____ 
One way my thinking changed was ____ because ____ 
Because of clean water ___________ 
I worked on _______ 
What worked well was ____ 
One goal I can work on ____ 
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Additional Resources: 
Extra links for entry event: 
https://www.ourwatermatters.ca/files/File/WaterConservation/
Water_Conservation_Resource_Kit_4-5.pdf (This resource focuses on water 
conservation in the Abbotsford/Mission area. There is a great resource/activity on page 
6 that demonstrates water usage in the world.) 
https://wateruseitwisely.com/ Water Use It Wisely: This website is based out of the U.S. 
(Arizona), but had a great water usage chart/display to use as a visual: 
https://2vy9q736xwbl3dhmvk1tb0ot-wpengine.netdna-ssl.com/wp-content/uploads/
2017/12/WUIW_CalculateWaterUsage_2017.pdf  

Extra links to learn more or enrich the activity: Science Investigation 
https://www.pinterest.co.uk/pin/214554369731596653/ (experiment template) 
See also the attached Investigation Journaling printables (created by Susan Dykshoorn) 

Art Connection: If choosing to visually represent what you saw in the water run-off or 
collection investigation, some ideas related to Art in Science Awards can be found in 
the following links: 
https://www.iscb.org/iscb-news-items/89-ISCB%20About%20Us/awards6/3875-iscb-art-
in-science-winners-complete-list (Art in Science awards) 
http://sciencenordic.com/art-science%E2%80%9D-depicts-microscopic-beauty-science 
(click on the “Gallery tab” to see examples) 

Extra links and ideas for designing STEM journals: 
https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Product/Free-STEM-Challenge-Mini-
Journal-1807836  
https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Product/FREEBIE-Marble-Maze-STEM-Planning-
Sheet-2996201  
https://littlebinsforlittlehands.com/stem-challenge-worksheets-free-printable/  
See also the attached STEM/Design Thinking  Journaling printables (created by Susan 
Dykshoorn) 

Possible Ethiopia Map for STEM/ADST activity: https://www.mapsland.com/maps/africa/
ethiopia/large-physical-map-of-ethiopia-with-roads-cities-and-airports.jpg 
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Run for Water: Where Did It Come From? 
Discovering the Water Source Inquiry-based Science Investigation 

Overarching questions: Where did the water come from? Why isn’t the water clean? 

This is a hands-on (or observational) science investigation about water run-off and 
sources in remote villages, that answers the 
questions: Where did the water come from and 
what might be in it? 

Investigation Question: What will we observe 
when we make a model of a landform and 
demonstrate water run-off? 

Student voice and choice:  

-what the landscape might look like and where 
the rivers, streams, ponds will be 

-where animals and other water polluters are located 

-how they will represent what they observed (chart—counting, labeled diagrams, picture 
of the slides, photo with explanation, etc.) 

-how they will present what they learned 

Personal Knowledge and Research:  

What do we already know about where clean water comes from? 
Where do we see water in our world, city, or communities? What is that water like? 
Where do we get clean water from? 
How do we know it is clean? 

Now you can view the following videos to see if they match what you already know: 

• Video links describing the water cycle:  

o https://youtu.be/R8NQUQDZ3N0  (Water and You: The Water Cycle) 

o https://youtu.be/IO9tT186mZw  (All About the Water Cycle for Kids) 

o https://youtu.be/z5G4NCwWUxY  (The Great Aqua Adventure- Crash Course 
Kids #24.1) 

o https://youtu.be/R0K7VKkksyc (Where Does Water Come From? -SciShow Kids) 

o https://youtu.be/OCzYdNSJF-k (Are we running out of clean water? - Balsher 
Singh Sidhu/ Ted-Ed) 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• Here are a few video links that show freshwater sources and pollution: 

o https://youtu.be/jNOc7mHr5gI  (H20-Oh No! Fresh Water Problems: Crash 
Course Kids #33.1) A lesson on how fresh water is disappearing and becoming 
polluted 

o https://youtu.be/Om42Lppkd9w (Water Pollution/ Water Contamination) A lesson 
on what water pollution is and how it becomes contaminated 

o https://youtu.be/bGWr5jXJfbs (The Water: Looking after our Planet) A look at how 
water is polluted and what it does to bodies of water 

• Here are some video links about water run-off:  

o https://youtu.be/7crGd6E0Fsk   (Managing Stormwater Runoff) A look at water 
run-off in MetroVancouver 

o https://youtu.be/aWsnTtT0Uws (Surface Water Run-off by Calvin University) A 
look at Plaster Creek and run-off  and pollution in urban areas 

o https://youtu.be/cRTk7aSbyd0   (Water Crisis in Africa) A look at water run-off in 
Africa 

o https://youtu.be/teX2l_E40mw (Water Doesn’t Come from a Tap—Unicef) A video 
about a 13-year old Ethiopia girl who collects contaminated water 

o https://youtu.be/GekBbSrgGTM (Surface run-off by WizScience.com) Local run-
off for intermediate/middle school students 

• Below are Run for Water videos. Each show girls collecting poor-quality water 
and how they got clean water through the partnership of Run for Water in their 
communities: 

o In the following Run for Water video, Water for Dengali—Run for Water 2017, you 
can learn about the effects that dirty water had on Alemitu’s children. (https://
vimeo.com/196029166)  

o The following video shows the yucky water and the long walk that the girls had to 
make to collect water to drink. It also shows the water that Run for Water helped 
to bring to the village. (https://vimeo.com/165502105) 

o This video outlines some of the challenges for the girls collecting water in 
Ethiopia that a group of educators got to witness in a trip they took because of 
fundraising efforts in 2015 (https://vimeo.com/162391716) 
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• After watching selected videos, take this opportunity to begin a discussion on 
student feelings and/or empathy, allowing students to share ideas and talk about 
how they feel. 

What can we learn from watching these videos about the water cycle and contaminated 
water? Where is the water coming from? How can you tell if the water is safe to drink? 

Introduce the investigation:  

We all need clean water. We can get it easily from our facets. However, many people 
around the world do not have that luxury.  

Today we are going to try to investigate water run-off and if the water collected by many 
Ethiopian girls is safe to drink. 

Prediction:  

What do you think you will happen when “rain” (clean water) falls on the landform?  

I predict _____ because _____.  

Possible predictions:  

I predict that the clean water sample that is poured on the landform will stay clean and 
safe to drink because it will run off into a pond or river.   

I predict that the clean water sample that is poured on the landform will stay clean 
because It comes from the sky/rain, so it must be clean. Nothing has been able to 
contaminate it yet. 

I predict that the clean water sample that is poured on the landform will become 
contaminated and unsafe to drink because it will collect sediments and contaminants as 
it runs off into a pond or river.   

Planning and Conducting:  

Materials:  

• Tray, pan or pie plate 
• Sand, soil, plaster, rocks, tile, plastic, etc. (materials to create landform) 
• Food colouring, sand or oil 
• Water droppers or small waterbottle with holes poked into the cap 
• Plastic animals (cattle or animals that may be present in Ethiopian bodies of 

water) 
Note: Feel free to be creative and use other classroom or outdoor resources to teach 
the concept. Do you want to use a ramp and/or building blocks to demonstrate this 
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with younger children? Do you want to go out to the school’s sandbox or pit or hill/
walkway area? Do what works best in your situation and with the supplies available 
to you. 

Directions:  

A few things to think about before the investigation begins: 

*Decide on how you are going to conduct this investigation: in small groups where 
students will create their own landforms? Outdoors on the playground or sandboxed 
area? Will you do it as a whole class demonstration? As the instructor, will you be 
leading the investigation, or will students be leading/taking turns leading?  

*Decide on how you are going to record our data. What do students need before they 
conduct the investigation or observe the experiment? 

1. Gather all the materials. 

2. Fill the tray, pan or pie plate with rocks, soil, sand, or plaster in order to create a 
landform. (Or if using a sandbox or outdoor area, create a landform and add pieces of 
nature to represent parts of this landform!) You may want to view photos of the villages 
Run for Water supports in order to make an area that is similar to those surrounding the 
villages in Ethiopia. (If multiple groups are conducting the investigation, you may want to 
have different groups create different landforms/structures.) Direct students to press, 
mold, flatten and smooth the surface as much as possible to replicate the landform of 
their choice. Be sure to have a place for the “run-off” to gather (a stream, pond, ditch, 
etc.) 

3. Using a dropper or water bottle with holes poked into the cap, hold it about 1 m above 
the soil, and squeeze several drops or water onto the landform. Observe what happens 
to the water and the run-off. 

4. Do this a second time, but this time place a plastic animal where you are letting the 
water fall, symbolizing the animals that may live and move in the same area.(You may 
also want to use coloured sand or a drop of food colouring in oil near the animal to 
symbolize animals eating and defecating in this area or pollutants on the surface. You 
may want to put a small amount of food colouring and oil in the water bottle or dropper 
to symbolize pollution in the rainwater). Observe what happens. 

4. Record what you observe—choose how this should best be done.  

5. Ask questions, such as: 

• Did the water change the landform/soil? 

• What moved? 

• How far away did the sediments, grains, oil or colour move? 
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• Do you think raindrops falling from clouds could move soil? What else might it 
move? 

6. You can also try this again by dropping water from 2 m above the landform to see 
what happens. 

https://youtu.be/suEvtdXffwY (One example of a run-off experiment) https://youtu.be/
Q8ggWF0TINQ (not quite related, but possibly useful) 

Observations: 

Record your observations. Some options include:  

*Drawing detailed pictures and labelling them. 
Students may want to draw a before and after picture or diagram, with changes labelled 
or pointed out. 
Students may want to take photos from before and after, and label or point out any 
changes that occurred.    

*Write down observations, including as many details as possible. 
Students may want to write a before and after paragraph, list of observations, etc. 

*Making an Observation Chart: 

Example: Water Sample Observations 
1 meter rain fall /1 meter rainfall 

with animal present
2 meter rainfail /2 meter rainfall with 

animal present

Only water
Using oil/ sand 

and food 
colouring

Only water
Using oil/ sand 

and food 
colouring

Observation
s 
(List 
changes 
you 
observed, 
anything 
that caught 
your 
attention, 
etc.)

Observation
s from 
others: 
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Have students observe and record the results, encouraging them to record quantitative 
(how much moved, etc.) and qualitative (what the water looked like, what was found in 
the water, etc.).  
 
*Engage students in a discussion to share their observations. Discuss why different 
groups may have achieved different results (i.e.: the way the water was sprinkled, the 
way the landform was made, etc.) 

Art Connection: Consider having students make their observations into “Art in 
Science” masterpieces. See some of the examples using the links above (under 
Additional Resources, page 13) and incorporate the Elements of Art (for example: 
“colour” or “value”) in creating a piece of art that will depict a water run-off sample of 
choice. 

Data Analysis:  

Discuss: What does your data and observations tell you? 

Discuss: Compare the results you got with others if possible. What is the same and 
what is different?  

If your students need an extra challenge in the area of data analysis, use the following 
ideas: 

• Have students evaluate their data for trustworthiness. Is the data you collected 
valid and reliable? Are the observations accurate? Are there sources of error? 

• Have students analyze their data to find patterns and trends. (Possibly compare 
to the results of other groups). As a class, you may want to organize the data 
and/or represent it visually to construct meaning.  

• Have students interpret what the identified patterns or trends might mean. 

• Ensure they have enough data that it can be used as evidence to support a 
claim. 

• Allow time for the teams/classes to share their data and compare with others. 

Explanation/Communicating:  

Have students use what they’ve discovered from their analyzed data to write an 
explanation that answers their investigation question. Have them write their explanation 
in their journal or discuss it as a class.  

Or, if your students need an extra challenge in forming an explanation, use the following 
Explanation Model (Claim, Evidence, and Reasoning) as a guide. 
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Have students develop a Claim to answer the question:  
What will we observe when we investigate water run-off?  

Then, have students add Evidence (the analyzed data) to support their claim.  

Finally, have students add Reasoning to their claim. Reasoning should include the 
information obtained from this investigation as well as science principles they have 
learned.  

Example: 
Claim: 
When I sprinkled water from 1 meter above my landform, I observed that some 
sediments and soil was carried by the water down the “hill” we created. When I put 
coloured sand/oil by my animal, some of the coloured sand/oil was carried by the water 
down the “hill.”  
When I sprinkled water from 2 meters above my landform, I observed that more 
sediments and soil was carried by the water down the “hill.” A hole or depression also 
was formed where the water hit the landform. When I put coloured sand by my animal, it 
also was carried by the water down the “hill.” 

Evidence: 
In the investigation, the water run-off carried sediments and soil, as well as coloured 
sand down the hill I made. My animal run-off ran into the river/stream at the bottom of 
my hill. This might be an easier place for girls to collect water for their families. The 
water, therefore, is not clean. It contains contaminants and animal waste, even through 
it may seem clean. This matches what I learned through the videos when conducting 
the personal knowledge and research. This matches what Peg, from Run for Water, said 
at our Assembly/in the video, and the videos created by Run for Water.  

Reasoning: 
My investigation was a fair test because I followed the investigation plan. The same 
observation procedure was followed in each test I did. The water run-off observations I 
collected and observed and the charts/diagrams we made based on what we saw 
matches the information presented in the videos and the websites we reviewed, which 
were credible sources. Run for Water also distributes this same information and is a 
successful registered charity in its 15th year of work in Ethiopia. 

Evaluation:  

How confident are you in your results of this experiment?  

What would your prediction be if you conducted this investigation again?  

Example answer: I am confident in the results because each of the group members took 
turns observing the results and came up with similar results. Then, each of the four 
groups in the classroom making observations came up with similar results for their 
investigation. The amount of impurities and organisms counted were similar to each 
other. My prediction would be the same if I conducted this investigation again.  
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Possible areas of error would be the miscounting when making observations. Another 
possibility of error could be raising or lowering the height at which we sprinkled water 
out of the dropper/water bottle, or how quickly (the speed as which) we sprinkled it.  

Secondary Knowledge and Research:  

Review any videos or research given above as needed to compare what was learned 
through the investigation or learn more about why organisms and impurities might be 
present in water run-off.  

Consider having a “Gallery Walk” at this point. Have students display the observations 
they made or have classmates walk around the room to observe the “Science in Art” 
observational art made by the students in your class based on this investigation. 

Application:  

How can I use what I have observed and learned to understand what my fundraising 
efforts for Run for Water does for various rural Ethiopian villages? 

This year, schools are fundraising for the Southern communities of Ethiopia. You can 
read about these communities and how Run for Water is partnering with them by using 
this link to their website: runforwater.ca  You can also access the locations Run For Water 
has already supported: https://runforwater.ca/ethiopia/  

To learn more about Run for Water and what it does:  

• A Thirst for Africa https://vimeo.com/16629463  

• “Hope” Spot https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tT1k6dMP7es  

• Water for Sasiga https://vimeo.com/151823844  

Extension:  

Choose a way of responding or showing what you learned from this investigation. Be 
prepared to have something to display in the school lobby AND send in a picture for the 
Run for Water Assembly by {date}! 

Here you can access the locations Run For Water has already supported: https://
runforwater.ca/ethiopia/  

First Peoples Tie-in: What did your local First Peoples use as a drinking water source 
in from past? How did your local First Peoples obtain clean drinking water? How did 
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your local First Peoples locate adequate water supply? What are some First Peoples 
sustainable practices and concepts of interconnectedness in the environment? 
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Finding It! A STEM/Design Thinking Activity about Discovering the Location of 
Clean Water 

 

Overarching questions: How do villages get clean water? How do hydrologists find the 
best spots to make a well or start a pipeline? Why is it so important for Run for Water to 
come in as partners with these communities at risk? 

Question: Can you design a device to find the “water” (attraction points) on the landform 
map?  

(Options: Feel free to include students in making decisions about the possible options to 
provide opportunity for student voice and choice!) 

Things to think about: landforms and bodies of water that already exist, maps of 
Ethiopia 

Scenario: You are one of the children who need to walk almost 5 km to the nearest 
water hole to collect water for your family to use. It is a long walk, but that is the closest 
source of water. You see big trucks coming in—trucks that drill wells! You have heard 
the news in your village that a well or pipeline was going to be coming! This is exciting 
news for you—and your tired body! But what if they cannot find a place to drill? What if 
they cannot find water to bring to the village? There is no water—no ponds, rivers, 
nothing—where they have stopped. How do they find water anyway? How do they know 
where the water is hiding, when it is so far underground or so high up a mountain? You 
have so many questions and wished you could talk to the people in the trucks! Well, 
maybe you can…maybe it is time to talk to the hydrologists or follow them around for a 
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bit, and find out a little more about where the water is and how they know where to dig 
or drill! 

Background related to Hydrologist and Landforms: 

Describe to students what a hydrologist does: 
• https://youtu.be/IxW22-8KGN4 (Hydrology and Huckleyberry the Beaver by 

SciShow Talk Shows) A look at what hydrologist does in Montana on Salish and 
Kootenais Reservations) 

• https://youtu.be/QFDCREhMBhg (I can be a anything I want to be: hydrologist) 
Great job description for young students 

• https://youtu.be/Uvp2AOMYWPM (Find your Path: Hydrologist) A video about a 
hydrologist working near forest areas 

• https://youtu.be/kJr-_xWm3qo (My (Future) Life: Hydrologist) Visiting a stream 

• https://youtu.be/wmsKqZ3YGBM (Nora Donald: Hydrogeologist) Describing what 
a local scientist does and parts of her job 

• https://youtu.be/yA_HhB94RK0 (Hydrogeologist) Canadian Hydrogeologist job 
description 

• Below are Run for Water videos. Use them to see the landscapes, where the 
villages are located, and the pipelines/wells that are built. 

o Water for Dengali—Run for Water 2017(https://vimeo.com/196029166) See 1:16 

o Run for Water helped to bring to the village. (https://vimeo.com/165502105) See 
1:27 

o A group of educators with Run for Water 2015 (https://vimeo.com/162391716) 
See 1:01, 1:57, 2:08, 2:40, 2:50 & 4:10 

o A student’s travels with Run for Water (https://vimeo.com/117606634) See 0:54 

Take time to reflect on how the job of a hydrologist and the Run for Water videos may 
make students feel and allow students the chance to share as needed. 

Background related to Magnetic Fields and the Challenge: 

To understand how this challenge works, you may want to view these videos on 
magnetism: 

• https://youtu.be/s236Q1nuWXg (SciShow Kids--Magnets) 
• https://pbskids.org/designsquad/build/inspector-detector/ (After 1:40, it gives 2 

possible ideas of how to make a device, so you might want to stop it there to not 
give away ideas of possible solutions!) 
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Challenge: 

(Primary Grades) You need to design a device that will locate the water (magnetic field) 
on the map of rural Ethiopia. (Locate 1 spot on the map.) 

(Intermediate Grades/Middle School) You need to design a device that will locate the 
various spots where water can be located (magnetic fields) of the map/grid of rural 
Ethiopia. (Locate various spots on the map.) 

(Middle School/Enrichment) Enrich this activity by limiting the types of supplies that can 
be used, by assigning a cost to the supplies used, or even assigning a cost or “return 
penalty” for supplies purchased but not used.  The last two suggestions integrate a 
mathematic component and an increased project management/planning aspect to the 
activity in order to avoid a penalty (i.e.: run out of money to complete the project). 

Focusing Question to ask students/groups: How can you/your group build a device that 
can pass over the map and locate the sources of clean water (magnetic fields)? 

Constraints/Rules for the Challenge:  

(These are suggestions—you may alter as needed for your class/situation). 

1. You may only use the materials the teachers has provided you. 

2. The device must be portable and moveable. It has to pass over the map to find the 
magnetic field(s) underneath. These are the spots where sources of clean water are 
located.  

3. You can negotiate meaning and increase student engagement at this point by having 
your students suggest constraints, such as size (i.e.: the width of the device should be 
10cm, the device must be moveable, but attached to a hook, etc.) 

3. You may test your container while building it to make needed improvements. 

4. You will share and present your group’s finished container and demonstrate its use by 
having one team member walk it along the course. 

Supplies: map of Ethiopia*, magnets, iron filings (in small bags—not to be opened or 
played with), various recyclables (cereal boxes, cups, cracker boxes, etc.), pipe 
cleaners, wax paper, plastic wrap, tin foil, tape, paper, yarn, etc. (Options: Include 
student voice and choice in this part, or what you or they collect from home!) 

*Note: I use the map from https://www.mapsland.com/maps/africa/ethiopia/large-
physical-map-of-ethiopia-with-roads-cities-and-airports.jpg I printed it out large enough 
to fit on an 11x17 page. For the older grade levels (or if you are also hoping to have 
students locate the water sources using coordinate, I inserted a “Table” on top of the 
map, labelling the horizontal blocks with letters A-E, and the vertical block with numbers 
1-5.  
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Teacher preparation: Take the printable map of Ethiopia* and attach magnets 
underneath or lay down magnets on a tray or grid and place the map over top. Secure it 
to the edges of the tray if needed. This will be the map that the hydrologists (students) 
need to use to locate possible clean water sources for digging a well or starting a 
pipeline. Use this to show students what they need to do in designing a device that will 
hover above and locate the “magnetic spots” or, for our purposes, water sources. 

*Teachers may want to handle the bags of iron filings or provide careful instruction in 
handling these bags, as there is a potential danger/safety hazard involved. If students 
will be handling them, additional precautions like gloves and/or safety glasses should be 
used, as well, as close supervision. 

     

Next Steps (Ideating, Making, Sharing, Applying Skills and Technologies): 

Students will need to engage in defining, ideating, prototyping, testing, making and 
sharing. They will participate in this activity using safety while applying skills and 
technologies to create the water container model.  

Students can now begin to imagine (list reasons to build this container, what might it 
look like), plan (draw and label your idea), collaborate (share your ideas, listen to the 
ideas of others, decide on an idea to use), create (gather supplies, divide your work so 
each team member has a role), and test! Feel free to have students use discussion or 
journaling. An example of journaling to walk students through the steps is provided for 
you (See Additional Resources on page 12).  

Don’t forget to have students present their work to their peers! Everyone loves to talk 
about their experience! Feel free to do this either before or after testing it out. Have 
students share about their idea, why they thought this would be the best solution, how 
they put it together, etc. And if presenting after they tested it out, what worked or not and 
why! 

Reflecting: 
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The challenge ends when all groups have presented and tested their model. Did 
students meet the challenge? Reflecting on the scenario, was there a way to locate the 
clean water sources (magnetic fields) on the map? 

Think about how the model worked. Was your device successful? Why or why not? 
What went well? What needed improvement? How did your team work together? What 
was a hard part? What was a part that went well? What did you like most about this 
task? How do you think this relates to the scenario? How does this relate to what you 
learned about happens in small villages or rural Ethiopia? 

Also have students reflect on how this event relates to the work that is being done to 
locate appropriate spots to build pipelines from mountain springs, and wells and water 
pumps from underground sources of water in and near Ethiopian villages. 

Students can reflect on their success and feelings about the event. 

(Do this in a circle or in a journal or in pair-shares or another method that works best for 
your students!) 

Application: 

How can I use what I have learned to understand what my fundraising efforts for Run for 
Water do for various Ethiopian communities?  

This year, schools are fundraising for the Southern communities of Ethiopia. You can 
read about these communities and how Run for Water is partnering with them by using 
this link to their website: runforwater.ca  You can also access the locations Run For Water 
has already supported: https://runforwater.ca/ethiopia/  

Run for Water has already supported many projects where locating adequate water 
sources near rural and remote villages was necessary. Here is where you can access 
the locations Run For Water has already supported: https://runforwater.ca/ethiopia/  

To learn more about Run for Water and what it does:  

• A Thirst for Africa https://vimeo.com/16629463  

• “Hope” Spot https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tT1k6dMP7es  

• Water for Sasiga https://vimeo.com/151823844  

Extension:  

Choose a way of responding or showing what you learned from this investigation. Be 
prepared to have something to display in the school lobby AND send in a picture for the 
Run for Water Assembly by {date}! 
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Research the job of a hydrologist in more detail. Compare what a hydrologist in rural or 
remote Ethiopia may have to do with a hydrologist in your community. 

First Peoples Tie-in: What did your local First Peoples use as a drinking water source 
in from past? How did your local First Peoples obtain clean drinking water? How did 
your local First Peoples locate adequate water supply? What are some First Peoples 
sustainable practices and concepts of interconnectedness in the environment? 
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